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Tuttle is the largest fabricator of non-ferrous welded and mechanical 
hand railings in the United States. Fabricates stainless steel, aluminum 
and custom glass railings on a national and international scale.A 
division of Dant Clayton Corporation – the leading designer, manu-
facturer and builder of aluminum bleachers, grandstands, stadium 
structures and accessory products.



Railings
Since
1955Tuttle Has Been Operating Since 1955

ABOUT
Located in Indianapolis, IN and Louisville, KY
3 Fabricating Facilities
400,000+Square Feet Of Fabrication Floor Space
200+ Employees
25+ Design Engineers On Staff
12 Project Management Staff
Over 90 Years Of Combined Company History
$70+ Million Dollars In Annual Revenue

BROADEST LINE OF DECORATIVE 
ORNAMENTAL RAILINGS
  Custom Welded Stainless Steel
  Custom Welded Aluminum
  Custom Glass
  Pre-Engineered Stainless Steel
Industrial Stainless Steel and Aluminum Railings
Mechanical Industrial Railings
Welded Industrial Railings

PRE-ENGINEERED DESIGNER SERIES
Endless variety of posts, rails and Infills to fit any aesthetic design. 
All pre-engineered railing designed to exceed IBC requirements. A 
choice of 304 and 316 grade stainless steel. Efficient flexibility for 
timely installations.

Tuttle is the largest fabricator of non-ferrous welded and mechanical 
hand railings in the United States. Fabricates stainless steel, aluminum 
and custom glass railings on a national and international scale.A 
division of Dant Clayton Corporation – the leading designer, manu-
facturer and builder of aluminum bleachers, grandstands, stadium 
structures and accessory products.

MARKETS SERVED
 Commercial
  Retail
  Hospitality
  Educational
  Sports
  Recreational
  Entertainment
  Transportation
  Industrial

HOW WE SUCCEED
With a culture of collaboration and a commitment to our values, we provide 
architectural and industrial products with a focus on quality, safety, cost and 
schedule.  

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE
Design
Engineering
Detailing
Fabrication
Preconstruction Planning
Project Management
Installation

WHY
We deliver the balance between elegance and utility by leveraging our 
technical expertise through exceptional craftsmanship

CUSTOM ALUMINUM
Aluminum railing is available in a range of anodized and powder 
coated finishes to match the color theme of your design. The strength, 
light weight, and weather resistance of aluminum make it an excellent 
choice for both indoor and outdoor applications. The aluminum railing 
system is perfect for stadiums, malls, airports, parking garages and 
many other commercial projects.

One reason that aluminum railing is so popular is its durability. If 
handled appropriately, these railings will never have to be replaced, 
making them an extremely cost-effective and sustainable system. Also, 
with the cost of steel rising upward, aluminum railing is very compara-
ble, price wise. Simply put, a superior product with little or no 
maintenance in the same price range.

Also, aluminum handrails are light weight, making installation easier 
and faster, allowing for additional cost savings.

INDUSTRIAL RAILING
Our industrial railing line offers systems that are incredibly strong, 
economical and easy to assemble and install. Constructed of aluminum 
or stainless steel, the rigidity of these systems makes an ideal choice for 
high traffic areas.

The majority of the TABCO railing products are mechanically fastened 
while other offer a welded option for an extra margin of safety. Those 
that are mechanically fastened need no welding or custom fabrication, 
greatly reducing lead times. Paired with a reduced need for engineering 
or design work and some level of pre-assembly, these systems offer a 
significant cost savings.

CUSTOM STAINLESS STEEL
Stainless steel railing offers the ultimate in strength, durability and 
creativity. Ability to hold up to high traffic areas, customized stainless 
steel railing is guaranteed to withstand the elements while presenting an 
ornamental aesthetic sure to wow in even the grandest of venues.

TUTTLE makes available a choice of 304 and 316 grade stainless steel 
for its 1-1/2” diameter tubes, as well as fuse weld or fill and grind 
finishes for joints. Stainless steel railing provides flexible polishing 
options as well, from a brushed industrial feel to a high-end mirror finish 
architectural look and all selections in between.

With so many different options, TUTTLE is a great source for your 
commercial stainless steel railing needs.

COMMITMENT TO OUR CUSTOMERS
Exceeding expectations with dependable communication, high quality 
products, on time delivery and industry expertise to achieve superior 
outcomes for our customers. 
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Since
1955Vienna Flat Bar Baluster Stainless Railings Pre-Engineered

Vienna railing is a pre-engineered, 
flat bar baluster component-based 
system, that offers stylish aesthetics to 
complement today’s modern architec-
ture. The sleek, minimalistic design of 
the Vienna 2.56” x 0.63” flat bar 
baluster allows for ease of integration 
into a variety of venues and spaces. 
TUTTLE’s options of handrail and infill 
materials allow an endless variety of 
distinct design opportunities.

INFILL MATERIALS INFILL ATTACHMENTS

Point Spyders

Pickets Perferated Panels

Wire MeshGlass

Horizontal Rods

Adjustable Stringers

Fascia Mount

Core Mount

More Options Available More Options Available

MOUNTING 
CONDITIONS

Round Clips

Squarre Clips
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1955Sydney Round Baluster Stainless Railings

Sydney is a pre-engineered, round 
baluster component-based system. This 
railing option offers elegant styling, 
perfectly matching a broad variety of 
architectural designs. Combine Sydney’s 
classic aesthetic with an endless array or 
railing and infill options to add the 
finishing touches to any building type.

INFILL MATERIALS MOUNTING 
CONDITIONS

Pickets Perferated Panels
Point Spiders

Wire Mesh

Glass

Horizontal Rods

Pre-Engineered

INFILL ATTACHMENTS

Round Clips

Adjustable Stringer

Top Mount

Fascia Mount

Core Mount

Square Clips

More Options Available



Manhattan is a pre-engineered, square 
baluster component-based system. The 
bold aesthetic design features of Man-
hattan balance today’s architecture. This 
2” x 2” x 0.18” cubic railing is well 
suited to enhance the aesthetic of any 
lobby, balcony or staircase application. 
Combine the Manhattan’s post with an 
endless array of rail and infill options to 
add the finishing touch to every design.

Railings
Since
1955Manhattan Square Baluster Stainless Railings

INFILL MATERIALS MOUNTING 
CONDITIONS

Pickets Perferated Panels

Wire Mesh

Glass

Horizontal Rods

Point Spiders

INFILL ATTACHMEENTS

Round Clips

Square Clips

Pre-Engineered

Adjustable Stringer

Top Mount

Fascia Mount

Core Mount More Options Available



Greenwich railings  is a duel flat bar 
baluster component-based system. 
Greenwich offers elegant style which 
blends well with modern architectural 
trends. Greenwich features balusters 
comprised of two 2.56” x 0.63” flat bars 
connected with mechanical stainless 
steel components. Combine the stylish 
Greenwich posts with numerous handrail 
and infill options to create an endless 
variety of distinct design opportunities.
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1955Greenwich Dual Flat Bar Baluster Railing

INFILL MATERIALS INFILL ATTACHMENTS

Round Clips

Square Clips

Point Spider

MOUNTING 
CONDITIONS

Pickets Perferated Panels

Wire Mesh

Glass

Horizontal Rods

Pre-Engineered

Adjustable Stringer

Top Mount

Fascia Mount More Options Available



Avalon is a pre-engineered glass sup-
ported rail system that offers uninter-
rupted view of your interior finishes or 
exterior horizons. Often paired with an 
aluminum shoe and dry-glaze system, 
Avalon railing adds a subtle elegance 
with top and assist rail options to give 
every application a unique custom 
appearance.

MOUNTING CONDITIONS TOP RAIL

Square Tubing

ASSIST RAIL

Square Tubing

Round Tubing

Round Tubing

Railings
Since
1955Avalon Glass Baluster Stainless Railings Pre-Engineered

More Options Available

More Options Available
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1955Custom Aluminum

Aluminum railing is available in a range of 
anodized and powder coated finishes to match 
the color theme of your design. The strength, light 
weight, and weather resistance of aluminum make 
it an excellent choice for both indoor and outdoor 
applications. The aluminum railing system is 
perfect for stadiums, malls, airports, parking 
garages and many other commercial projects.

One reason that aluminum railing is so popular is 
its durability. If handled appropriately, these 
railings will never have to be replaced, making 
them an extremely cost-effective and sustainable 
system. Also, with the cost of steel rising upward, 
aluminum railing is very comparable, price wise. 
Simply put, a superior product with little or no 
maintenance in the same price range.

Also, aluminum handrails are light weight, making 
installation easier and faster, allowing for addition-
al cost savings.



Stainless steel railing offers the ultimate in strength, 
durability and creativity. Ability to hold up to high 
traffic areas, customized stainless steel railing is 
guaranteed to withstand the elements while 
presenting an ornamental aesthetic sure to wow in 
even the grandest of venues.

TUTTLE makes available a choice of 304 and 316 
grade stainless steel for its 1-1/2” diameter tubes, as 
well as fuse weld or fill and grind finishes for joints. 
Stainless steel railing provides flexible polishing 
options as well, from a brushed industrial feel to a 
high-end mirror finish architectural look and all 
selections in between.

With so many different options, TUTTLE is a great 
source for your commercial stainless steel railing 
needs.

Railings
Since
1955Custom Stainless Steel
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1955SEA RailTM

The sleek, streamlined SEA Rail™ system 
defines the contour of a scenic bridge or 
waterway with without interfering with the 
scenery. TUTTLE Railing’s SEA Rail™ is popular 
with architects and designers seeking to 
showcase a public thoroughfare while blending 
into the streetscape, wharf front or marketplace. 
SEA Rail™ can be purchased in either aluminum 
or stainless steel, and the stainless options can 
be type 304 or type 316 for areas where sea 
water corrosion could be a factor.

SEA Rail™ is available in Stainless Steel or 
Alumnum.

Waterway Enhancing Design Option
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COMPANY DIRECTORY

Quinn Tuttle
President

Greg Garvey
Operations Manager

Joel Sutton
Estimating Manager

Tom Moon
Architectural Sales Director

Kelly Jo McAbee
Project Manager of Mechanical Railing Systems

Ron Tuley
Manufacturing Supervisor of Custom Railing Systems

Steve Herold
Dant Clayton Corporation Controller

General Product and Quote Inquiries
sales@tuttlerailings.com

ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTIONS

Some spaces call for one-of-a kind 
customized handrail system.  For those 
needs TUTTLE provides the ultimate in 
design flexibility with the ability to create 
unique railing designs via its Architectural 
Solutions line. This versatile and dynamic 
handrail system is comprised of either 
aluminum, stainless steel, glass or a 
combination there of.

With the goal of bringing an architectural 
vision to life, there are a variety of infill 
options and attachments, along with 
handrails and brackets available, compli-
menting a space to either highlight or blend 
into the overall ambiance.

Utilizing TUTTLE’s full breath of engineering, 
design, manufacturing and project manage-
ment capabilities can provide a solution 
that’s a cut above standard rail packages, 
creating a memorable project.
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Office:
120 Shadowlawn Drive
Fishers, Indiana 46038

Phone: 502.634.3626
Toll Free: 800.328.4496
Fax: 317.845.1328


